Methodologies for predicting the expected combined stochastic radiobiological effects of different ionizing radiations and some applications.
A methodology for predicting the expected combined stochastic radiobiological effects of sequential exposure to different ionizing radiations is used to arrive at a methodology for predicting the radiobiological effects of simultaneous exposure. Both methodologies require developing additive-damage dose-effect models. Additive-damage dose-effect models are derived assuming (a) each radiation comprised by the combined exposure produces initial damage called critical damage that could lead to the radiobiological effect of interest; (b) doses of different radiations that lead to the same level of radiobiological effect (or risk) can be viewed as producing the same amount of critical damage and being indistinguishable as far as the effects of subsequently administered radiation. Derived dose-effect functions that describe the risk per individual, conditional on radiation dose, are called risk functions. The methodologies allow the use of known radiation-specific risk functions to derive risk functions for combined effects of different radiations. The risk functions for combined exposure to different radiations are called global risk functions. For sequential exposures to different ionizing radiations, the global risk functions derived depend on how individual radiation doses are ordered. Global risk functions can also differ for sequential and simultaneous exposure. The methodologies are used to account for some previously unexplained radiobiological effects of combined exposure to high and low linear-energy-transfer radiations.